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Entry 1: Week of 6/11/2018 
 
#EJAFellowUpdate 
Over the past few weeks I have worked with the Central Virginia Legal Aid Society in Petersburg, 
Virginia helping people who are dealing with landlord problems, domestic violence, divorce, and lots 
of other civil matters. It blows my mind how much need there is here that I was totally unaware of. 
It’s exciting to be able to help people from start to finish and see their issue get resolved. I have also 
been conducting research on a case that we are filing in federal court, which has been really exciting 
for me because it’s a very niche area of federal law with complicated litigation procedures. I’m 
looking forward to seeing how that case plays out and assisting with clients throughout the rest of 
the summer.  
 

 
 
Entry 2: Week of 6/25/2018 
 
#EJAFellowUpdate  
CVLAS’s Petersburg office continues to be busy! At five weeks into my internship with CVLAS, I 
am amazed by the volume of cases that we are constantly working on and the breadth of legal issues 
that we handle. In the past couple of weeks, I have been able to visit surrounding counties to meet 
with clients and attend court hearings. I have enjoyed seeing the communities of the clients we serve 
and always enjoy meeting face-to-face with clients. Most recently, I have been researching and 
preparing to write a memo for a Virginia Employment Commission appeal that we have coming up 
in an unemployment benefits case. Working on that has taught me about the agency and 
administrative side of the legal process, and I am hopeful that our work will result in a desirable 
outcome for our client. Lately, I have also found domestic relations cases interesting to work on. 
I’ve always liked working with children, and I am eager to help ensure the best outcomes for 
children in custody and domestic violence situations.  
 
 



 
 

 
Entry 3: Week of 7/9/2018 
 
#EJAFellowUpdate  
This week, we finalized the False Claims Act case that I have been assisting with since Week 1 of my 
internship at CVLAS. We filed it this morning in Richmond, which was exciting! I played a role in 
conducting research on false certifications to the U.S. government, meeting with the client to gather 
facts, calculating potential damages, and figuring out filing procedures in the Eastern District of 
Virginia. The most fun part for me was helping to draft the complaint and editing and proofreading 
up until we felt that it was ready to file. I am so eager to see what happens with this case and hope 
that all of our hard work will pay off for our client. As I am wrapping up Week 7, I want to mention 
how much of my 1L curriculum has come into play with my legal aid work. Landlord-tenant law is 
such a big part of what we do here, and my Property class covered landlord’s duties, tenant’s rights, 
evictions, implied warranties, property defects—all of which are issues that I have seen first-hand 
this summer. I have also been exposed to various federal and state agencies in our housing and 
employment cases, and last spring’s Legislation and Regulation material on judicial deference to 
agency determinations has been particularly relevant in a voucher termination case that I have 
assisted with. It was also super helpful to have had exposure to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 
for the federal case that I mentioned above. And of course, legal research and writing skills have 
been the backbone of most all of my work. It’s been great to put what I learned in the classroom to 
work this summer with real clients who have very real legal issues. I look forward to what’s in store 
for my final three weeks in the CVLAS Petersburg office!  
 

 
 
Entry 4: Week of 7/23/2018  
 
#EJAFellowUpdate  
Last week, I observed an unemployment compensation hearing at the Virginia Employment 
Commission for a case I had researched and written a supporting brief for, and it went well but we 
won't get a decision for a few weeks. On the housing front - clients continue needing assistance with 
landlord issues, especially regarding their housing assistance vouchers and evictions. Housing cases 
are by far what has kept me the busiest this summer. Coming up next week, we'll be finalizing a 
divorce for a client whose case I've been working on since the beginning of my internship. Finally, a 
local community development and youth leadership organization brought us a client seeking an 
expungement of a misunderstood arrest and criminal charge on his otherwise clean record. I enjoyed 
learning a bit about criminal law, and fortunately, the law is on this client's side. It's our hope that 
our petition for expungement is successful and the charge will not negatively affect the client's 
employment and educational goals. As my internship comes to a close, I understand more than ever 
how crucial our work is to underserved communities.  






